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To learn more, review our privacy policy.× In Fantastic, Tsvetan Todorov seeks to explore both general theory and a particular genre, moving back and forth between the poetics of the most fantastic and meta-ethetics or theory of theory theory, even if it suggests that it is necessary, as a critic, to move back and forth between theory and history, between idea and fact. His work on
a fantastic is really about a historical phenomenon that we recognize about specific works that we can read, but it's also about the use and abuse of general theory. As an essay in fictional poetics, Fantastic is consciously structural in his approach to a common theme. Todorov is looking for linguistic foundations for structural features, which he notes in various fantastic texts,
including the manuscript of Sargasso Potocki, Aurelia by Nervala, Magic Skin by Balzac, Arab Nights, Diabl Amur by Casott, Metamorphosis by Kafka and fairy tales by E.T. A. Hoffman, Charles Perro, Guy de Maupasan, Nikolai This article has a few problems. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the discussion page. (Learn how and when to delete these message
templates) This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Fantastic - News newspaper book scientist JSTOR (April 2013) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This article may require cleaning up in accordance with
Wikipedia quality standards. Specific problem: style, cohesion and tone. Language tends to be literary rather than informative; it reads more like an essay than an encyclopedia article. Please help improve this article if you can. (June 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) (Find out how and when to remove this message template) Fantasy Media Anime
Artists Comic Films Literature Magazines Publishers Tv Webcomics Genre Research Modern Fantasy Creatures Fantastic Fantasy Fantasies Stories History Historic Fantasy Lovecraftian Horror Magic Magic System Wizard Of Racing Religious Themes Sources Tropes Bang Siatz Fantasy Dark Fantasy Dieselpunk Tale Parodies Tales Realism Magic Girl Mythopoeia Mythpunk
Occult Detective Fiction Romantic Fantasy Science Fantasy Shenmo Fiction Splatterpunk Splatterpunk Splatterpunk Sword-and-sandals Sword and witchcraft Tokusatsu Urban Fantasy Weird West Wuxia Fandom Harry Potter fandom Tolkien Fandom Category Fantasy Awards Pogenras Television Tropes Portalvte Fantastic (French: le fantastique) is a subgenre of literary works
characterized by ambiguous presentations of seemingly supernatural powers. Bulgarian-French structuralist literary critic Tsvetan Todorov emerged the concept, characterizing fantastic how the oscillations of characters and readers are presented when presented with questions about reality. The definition of Fantastic is present in works where the reader experiences hesitation
that the work represents what Todorov calls supernatural, in which superficial supernatural phenomena turn out to be rational explanations (e.g. in Anne Radcliffe's Gothic works) or miraculous, where the supernatural is confirmed by history. Todorov breaks down fiction in the manner of systems filled with conditions and properties that facilitate understanding. Fantastic requires
three conditions. First, the text should oblige the reader to view the world of characters as the world of living people and to oscillate between the natural or supernatural explanation of the described events. Second, this indecision can also be tested by character; Thus, the role of the reader, so to speak, is entrusted to the character, and at the same time the vibrations are
presented, it becomes one of the themes of the work - in the case of naive reading the actual reader identifies with the character. Thirdly, the reader must take a certain attitude to the text: he will give up allegorical as well as poetic interpretations. Fantastic also explores three conditions; the reader's indecision, indecision can be felt by another character, and the reader must have
a certain mentality when reading the text. There is also a fantastic system that it explores that uses three properties. A statement that discusses the use of figurative discourse as everything figurative is perceived in a literal sense. The supernatural begins to exist in the fantastic because of exaggeration, figurative expression is taken literally, and how the supernatural comes from a
rhetorical figure. Leading into the second property, the act of utterance. In this property, it is most connected to the storyteller and the idea (discourse-wise) is that the narrator/character must pass this test of truth. A narrator is someone who cannot lie; they explain the supernatural (miraculous), but the doubts of what they say creates fantastic. The final property is a syntax aspect.
The Penzoldt theory (see below) is that the focus is on this property the most. The structure of the ideal ghost story can be presented as a rising line that leads to a cumulative point... Which is obviously the appearance of a ghost. Most authors try to achieve a certain gradation in their retreat this climax, at first speaking vaguely, then more and more directly. Fantastic can also
represent dreams and wakefulness, where a character or reader hesitates as to what reality or what a dream is. Again fantastic is in this indecision once he has decided the Fantastic Ends. An example of the fantastic used by Alastair Ashcroft is the fantastic man Rosemary Jackson builds on and challenges Todorov's definition of fantastic in her 1981 nonfiction book Fantasy:
Literature of Subversion. Jackson rejects the notion of a fantastic genre as a simple vessel for fulfilling desires that transcend (Jackson, 2) of human reality in the worlds presented as above our own, instead believing that the genre is inseparable from real life, especially the social and cultural contexts in which each work is fantastically produced. She writes that unreal (4) elements
of fiction are created only in direct contrast to the boundaries set by the cultural order of the period of time (3), acting to illuminate the invisible limitations of these boundaries, abolishing and overflowing the very structures that define society into something strange and apparently new (8). In undermining these social norms, Jackson argues, fantastic represents an unspoken desire
for great social change. Jackson criticizes Todorov's theory as too limited in scope, considering only the literary function of the fantastic, and expands his structural theory to conform to a more cultural study of the genre, which, incidentally, it offers not a genre at all, but a regime that relies on literary elements of both realistic and supernatural fiction to create an atmosphere of
uncertainty in its narratives, as described by Todorov. Jackson also introduces the idea of reading fantastic through a psychoanalytic lens, referring primarily to Freud's theory of the unconscious, which she considers an integral part of understanding the fantastic connection with the human psyche. There are, however, additional ways to look fantastic, and often these different
perspectives come from different social climatic conditions. In their introduction to The Female Fantastic: Gender and the Supernatural in the 1890s and 1920s, Lizzie Harris McCormick, Jennifer Mitchell and Rebecca Soares describe how the social climate of the 1890s and 1920s allowed a new era of fantastic literature to grow. Finally, women are learning the new freedoms they
are given and are rapidly becoming equal in society. Fear of new women in society coupled with their growing role has allowed them to create a new style of fuzzy supernatural texts. Fiction is on the dividing line between the supernatural and the non-supernatural, just as during this period of time women did not respect the boundaries of inequality that have always been
established Them. At the time, the role of women in society was very uncertain, just as the rules of fiction were never straightforward. It's This. allowed to develop a genre similar to a social structure. Fantastic is never purely supernatural, and can not be ruled out supernatural. Just as women are not yet equal, but they have not been completely oppressed. Fantastic Woman
strives to provide this idea that nothing is sure of the fantastic nor gender roles of the 1920s. Many women in this period of time began to blur the boundaries between the sexes, removing binary from the floor and allowing many interpretations. For the first time, women began to possess more masculine or strange qualities without becoming the same problem. Fantastic over this
period of time reflects these new ideas, breaking parallel boundaries in the supernatural. Fantastic breaks this boundary by having readers never know whether the story is supernatural. Related genres are not really typical fantastic story, as this term usually covers both horror works and Gothic genres. Two representative stories can be: the story of Algernon Blackwood Willow,
where two men traveling down the Danube River, suffers from an eerie sense of malice and several incredible failures in their journey; The question that permeates history is whether they fall prey to wildlife and their own fantasies, or if there is really something horrible to get them. The story of Edgar Allan Poe the Black Cat, where the killer is pursued by a black cat; but is it
revenge from behind the grave, or just a cat? There is no clear distinction between fantastic and magical realism as a privilege, no realistic, no supernatural elements. The first, in its oscillations between supernatural and realistic explanations of events, may challenge the reader to question the nature of reality, and this may serve to distinguish Fantastic from Magical Realism (in
which magical elements are understood to be partly the reality of the main characters and are not in themselves questionable). Fantastic is sometimes mistakenly called Grotesque or Supernatural Fiction because both Grotesque and Supernatural contain fantastic elements, but they are not the same as fantastic based on the ambiguity of these elements. In Russian literature,
fiction includes science fiction (so-called science fiction, Examples in literary works Many of Edgar Allan Poe's short works by Henry James, The Turn of the Screw, which Todorov saw as one of the few examples of Nikolai Gogol's purely fantastic novel The Nose by Mikhail Bulgakov, by Mircia Eliade Algernon Blackwood, The Willows and by Vendingo Sheridan. in particular,
Sandman, Golden Flower Pot, and The Christmas Tree and the King of Mice Gerard de Nerval Aurelia Gi de Maupassant Orla Ambrose Beers Death of Halpin Fraser Adolfo Casares Invention Morel R. L. Stevenson Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Bram Stoker in Dracula Mary Shelley Frankenstein Oscar Wilde Painting Dorian Gray Emily Bronte in Wuthering Heights
Charlotte Bronte Jane Eyre Franz Kafka in Lewis Carroll's Metamorphosis Alice Adventures of Wonders and through the Looking Glass Arthur Machen's Great God Of Wells Dr. Moreau Island Short Stories in The Ghosts of Vernon Lee in the film Unbreakable 2001 See also Fantastic Speculative Fiction Notes Todorov, Tsvetan, Fantastic: Structural Approach to the Literary Genre,
trans. Richard Howard (Cleveland: Western Chance University Press, 1973), p. 33 - Manguel, Alberto, Blackwater: The Book fantastic literature Picador, London, 1984 introduction - Jackson, Rosemary, Fantasy: Literature of Subversion, Methuen and Co Ltd., 1981, Introduction (p. 2-10) Lizzie Harris, Jennifer Mitchell, and Rebecca Soares, Female Fantastic: Gender and The
Supernatural in the 1890s and 1920s (Routledge, 2019) ISBN 978-0-8153-6402-3 - Todor, Tsvetan, Fantastic: Structural Approach to the Literary genre. Richard Howard (Cleveland: Case Western Reserve University Press, 1973) Further reading Apter, T. E. Fantasy Literature: Approach to Reality (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982) Armitt, Lucy, Theorising Fantastic
(London: Arnold, 1996) Brooke-Rose, Christina Rhetoric Unreal: Research in Narrative and Structure, Especially Fantastic (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981) Capoferro, Ricciardo, Empirical Miracle: Historical Fiction, 1660-1760 (Bern: Peter Lang , 2010) Cornwell, Neil, Literary Fantastic: From Gothic to Postmodernism (New York: Harvest Wheatsheaf, Wheatsheaf,
1990) Jackson, Rosemary, Fantasy: Literature of Subversion (London, Methuen, 1981) Rabkin, Eric, Fantastic in Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975) Sandner, David Ed., Fantastic Literature: Critical Reader (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2004) Sibers, Tobin, Romantic Fantastic (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1984) Trail, Nancy, Possible Worlds of Fiction: Rise of
Paranormal In Fiction (Toronto: University of Toronto Press , 199 6) McCormick, Lizzie Harris, Jennifer Mitchell and Rebecca Soares, The Female Fantastic: Gender and the Supernatural in the 1890s and 1920s (Routledge, 2019) extracted from the todorov the fantastic a structural approach pdf
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